Pearson Clinical is looking for an

**E-learning coordinator Learning Services Clinical EU**

4 or 5 days per week for a period of 8 months, starting April 1st 2022

(maternity leave replacement)

Would you like to work for the world’s learning company with more than 22,500 employees operating in 70 countries? We combine world-class educational content and assessment, powered by services and technology, to enable more effective teaching and personalized learning at scale.

**About Pearson Clinical Assessment**

We’re the global leader in clinical assessment. Since 1921, we’ve been developing & globally distributing psychological testing materials for use in assessing intelligence, memory, neurocognitive functioning, academic achievement, personality, learning and developmental delay, speech- and motor disabilities, and many more. We are bold thinkers and standout innovators who motivate each other to explore new frontiers in an environment that supports and inspires us to always be better. By pushing the boundaries of technology — and each other to surpass these boundaries — we create seeds of learning that become the catalyst for the world’s innovations, personal and global, large and small. We believe in the power of difference. Harnessing the unique skills, perspectives, and backgrounds of every employee helps us foster innovation and create the most effective solutions for learners around the world. That’s why we’re committed to ensuring that diversity and inclusion are embedded into everything we do. We foster a work environment that’s inclusive and diverse — and where our people can be themselves — so we can reflect the customers and learners we serve. We are a Disability Confident committed employer and were recognised in the Best Employers for Diversity 2019 awards. We are featured on The Forbes list of Best D&I Employers and are a Working Mums Top Employer and Age Positive employer. Pearson is listed on both the London and New York Stock Exchanges. We are proud to offer an exceptional and supportive environment to develop your professional career!

**The job description**

The Learning services department at Pearson Clinical is the place for continuing education in the fields of psychology, physical therapy, speech therapy, education and more. Colleagues and external knowledge experts develop the training courses for our customers. In this role, you will design e-learnings and other custom digital solutions around this content. You are the liaison between the content experts and the local (within Europe) Learning services teams responsible for the content of the training portfolios. You advise these individuals on the possibilities with e.g. Articulate Storyline and Rise so that learning objectives in the e-learning are achieved with the best fitting work formats and learning methods.

Countries in Europe in which we operate: Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, UK, Spain, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.

**The successful candidate**

- Designing, implementing, and maintaining (new) creative e-learning modules, in line with the target group
- Creating scripts, writing, and elaborating storyboards
• Providing e-learning with graphical and interactive elements and/or images
• Monitoring the didactic line of the trainings
• Coordinating different e-learning projects simultaneously
• Relevant college or university education
• Working experience with authoring tools, e.g. Articulate Storyline 360, Rise
• Graphic knowledge and expertise, e.g. Adobe Illustrator is a plus
• Easy collaborator with stakeholders: developers, content experts and other learning professionals
• Fluent in English, written and spoken

Rewards and benefits
We’ll expect a lot and we know you’ll do great work, so we give a lot back with some of the best benefits in the business. We know that one size doesn’t fit all, so our workplace programmes meet the different needs of our diverse teams and their families too. There is a range of options, too many to list here, but when you join our Pearson family you can look forward to:

• A competitive salary
• An annual incentive plan
• A pension scheme
• Reasonable number of vacation days
• Travel allowance
• Health insurance reimbursement.

At the moment we mainly work from home due to COVID-19, but our office is located within walking distance of Amsterdam Sloterdijk station.

Are you interested?
Do you recognize yourself in the profile and does this position seem challenging to you? Then apply before March 1st, 2022 by sending your resume and cover letter to: recruitment.peb@pearson.com to the HR department. A free lance agreement is possible.

For more information, please contact Barbara de Lange (Manager Learning services Clinical EU) barbara.delange@pearson.com, telephone number 0031 6 551 571 28.

Want to know more about us? Visit our website https://www.pearsonclinical.nl/

You will hear from us within 2 weeks of your application whether you will be invited for an interview. CVs and e-mails that we receive are treated confidentially. We will delete all personal data no later than 4 weeks after completing the application process. For more info see also GDPR.

• All applications are treated equally and with respect to content; anonymous applications are appreciated
• We look beyond (validity of) diplomas
• Would you like to say something about how this vacancy can be made more inclusive? We would love to hear it

Acquisition in response to this advertisement is not appreciated.